Tutorial for Improved Uncertainty Estimating Method

Hanshaw’s method and modification
We modified Hanshaw’s (2014) equation that have been used to calculate lake-area mapping
uncertainty. Lake perimeter and displacement error are widely used to estimate the
uncertainty of glacier and lake mapping from satellite observation. Hanshaw and Bookhagen
(2014) proposed an equation to calculate the error of area measurement by the number of
edge pixels of the lake boundary multiplied by half of a single pixel area. The number of edge
pixels is simply calculated by the perimeter divided by the grid size. The equation is
expressed as below:
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Where
is the cell size of the remote sensing imagery (10 m for Sentinel-2 image and 30 m
for Landsat image).
is the perimeter of individual glacial lake (m), and the revised
coefficient of 0.6872 was chosen assuming that area measurement errors follow a Gaussian
distribution. Relative error ( ) was calculated by equation 3, in which A is the area of an
individual glacial lake.
In the original equation 2, the number of edge pixels varies by the shape of lake and is
indicated by

. However, the pixels in the corner are double counted. The total number of

repeatedly calculated edge pixels equals the number of inner nodes. Therefore, we adjusted
the calculation of the actual number of edge pixels as the maximum of edge pixels ( )
subtracting the number of inner nodes. Accordingly, the equation of uncertainty estimation
for lake mapping is modified as below:
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Where
is the number of inner nodes (inflection points) of each lake, which was
automatically calculated based on the lake polygon in the ArcGIS software. The modified
equation is also suitable for lakes with islands.
The Hanshaw’s equation was originally proposed for pixelated polygons (such as a polygon
directly extracted from a remote sensing image), and performed more robustly than manually
digitized polygons (where vertices do not necessarily follow the pixel edges). Our improved
method also performs better for pixelated polygons.
Procedure of uncertainty estimating method (using ArcGIS for example)
1. Removing redundant nodes (optional)
We found that a small proportion (~1%) of the pixelated lake polygons (directly extracted
from satellite images) have redundant nodes, which affects the value of inner nodes. If no
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redundaant nodes exxist, this steep can be skkipped. Or, we
w recomm
mend using th
the “Simpliffy
Polygonn” tool in ArcGIS
A
to reemove thosee nodes (Figgure S1).
In tthe Simplifyy Polygon panel
p

Inpput your dataset.

Sett the output path and ou
utput file naame.

Chooose the sim
mplification
n algorithm. We recomm
mended “PO
OINT_REM
MOVE”.

Sett the tolerannce of simpllification alggorithm. In this step, we
w need to en
ensure that the
pollygon bounddaries remain unchangeed after deleting redundant nodes.. Generally, a
toleerance of 1 meter will suffice,
s
or yyou can adju
ust the thresshold until yyour satisfaction.

Figure S1. Input and op
ption for Sim
mplify Polygon
n in ArcGIS.

2. Calcuulating the total
t
numbeer of nodes uusing ArcG
GIS (Figure S2
S ):

Addd a new fielld in the attribute tablee of dataset.

Open Field Caalculator.

Sw
witch the parrser to pytho
on mode, annd enter the following code
c
“!shappe.pointcoun
nt!” in
the blue box too calculate the
t total num
mber of nod
des for each
h glacial lakke boundary
y.
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Fig
gure S2. Totall node calcula
ation in ArcG
GIS.

3. Calcuulating the number
n
of inner
i
nodes :
For polyygons withoout islands (Figure S3), use the folllowing equaation:
(4)
is the total number of inner nodess.
iss the total number of noodes, includ
ding
both thee outer and inner. An in
nner node iss a polygon vertex wheere the interiior angle
surrounnding it is grreater than 180 degreess. An outer node
n
is the opposite off the inner node,
n
where tthe interior angle
a
is lesss than 180 ddegrees. Wee found that the outer nnodes are usually
four moore than the inner nodes in our glaacial lake daataset. The total nodes iin ArcGIS contain
c
one oveerlapping noode to closee the polygoon, meaning
g the endpoint is also thhe startpointt. This
extra coount was deeleted in the calculationn (equation 4).
4
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Figure S33. Sketch of outer
o
and inn
ner nodes of various
v
glacia
al lakes withoout island.

For polyygons with island (Figu
ure S4) use tthe followin
ng equation:
(5)
is the numbber of innerr nodes,
is the total
t
numbeer of both noodes, and
is the nuumber of islands within
n the polygoon.

Figgure S4. Sketcch of outer an
nd inner nodees for glacial lake with islaand.

We furtther specify the steps below to helpp implemen
nt equation 5.
5
Sept 1: detect the number
n
of isslands withiin each poly
ygon.

Connvert the innitial lake po
olygon to poolyline usin
ng the “Featu
ure To Linee” tool (Figu
ure S5).
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Figure S5. Featture To Lin
ne tool in ArcGIS


Connvert the poolyline to geenerate a neew polygon (Figure S6).

Figu
ure S6. Featu
ure To Polygo
on tool in ArccGIS


Eraase the new polygon by
y the initial polygon, which
w
outputts the islandds. Then we can
couunt how manny islands there
t
are in each lake (Figure
F
S7).
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Figure S77. Erase tool in
i ArcGIS.

Step 2: calculate thhe number of
o inner noddes for each polygon with island ussing equatio
on 5.
4. Calcuulating the uncertainty
u
of lake mappping using
g equation 3.
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